


KJV Bible Word Studies for DISSOLVE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

dissolve 2647 # kataluo {kat-al-oo'-o}; from 2596 and 3089; to loosen down (disintegrate), i.e. (by 
implication) to demolish (literally or figuratively); specially [compare 2646] to halt for the night: -- destroy, 
{dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought, overthrow, throw down. 

dissolve 3089 # luo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to "loosen" (literally or figuratively): -- break (up), destroy, 
{dissolve}, (un-)loose, melt, put off. Compare 4486. 

dissolve 4127 ## muwg {moog}; a primitive root; to melt, i.e. literally (to soften, flow down, disappear), or 
figuratively (to fear, faint): -- consume, {dissolve}, (be) faint(-hearted), melt (away), make soft. 

dissolve 4743 ## maqaq {maw-kak'}' a primitive root; to melt; figuratively, to flow, dwindle, vanish: -- 
consume away, be corrupt, {dissolve}, pine away. 

dissolve 6565 ## parar {paw-rar'}; a primitive root; to break up (usually figuratively, i.e. to violate, 
frustrate: -- X any ways, break (asunder), cast off, cause to cease, X clean, defeat, disannul, disappoint, 
{dissolve}, divide, make of none effect, fail, frustrate, bring (come) to nought, X utterly, make void. 

dissolve 8271 ## sh@re& (Aramaic) {sher-ay'}; a root corresponding to that of 8293; to free, separate; 
figuratively, to unravel, commence; by implication (of unloading beasts) to reside: -- begin, {dissolve}, 
dwell, loose. 

scatter 1262 # dialuo {dee-al-oo'-o}; from 1223 and 3089; to dissolve utterly: -- {scatter}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

dissolve 01638 ## garac {gaw-ras'} ; a primitive root ; to crush ; also (intransitively and figuratively) to 
{dissolve} : -- break . 

dissolve 02490 ## chalal {khaw-lal'} ; a primitive root [compare 02470 ] ; properly , to bore , i . e . (by 
implication) to wound , to {dissolve} ; figuratively , to profane (a person , place or thing) , to break (one's 
word) , to begin (as if by an " opening wedge ") ; denom . (from 02485) to play (the flute) : -- begin (X men 
began) , defile , X break , defile , X eat (as common things) , X first , X gather the grape thereof , X take 
inheritance , pipe , player on instruments , pollute , (cast as) profane (self) , prostitute , slay (slain) , sorrow ,
stain , wound . 

dissolve 04127 ## muwg {moog} ; a primitive root ; to melt , i . e . literally (to soften , flow down , disappear)
, or figuratively (to fear , faint) : -- consume , {dissolve} , (be) faint (- hearted) , melt (away) , make soft . 

dissolve 04529 ## macah {maw-saw'} ; a primitive root ; to {dissolve} : -- make to consume away , (make to)
melt , water . 

dissolve 04743 ## maqaq {maw-kak'}'a primitive root ; to melt ; figuratively , to flow , dwindle , vanish : -- 
consume away , be corrupt , {dissolve} , pine away . 

dissolve 06565 ## parar {paw-rar'} ; a primitive root ; to break up (usually figuratively , i . e . to violate , 
frustrate : -- X any ways , break (asunder) , cast off , cause to cease , X clean , defeat , disannul , disappoint 
, {dissolve} , divide , make of none effect , fail , frustrate , bring (come) to nought , X utterly , make void . 

dissolve 08271 ## sh@re'(Aramaic) {sher-ay'} ; a root corresponding to that of 08293 ; to free , separate ; 
figuratively , to unravel , commence ; by implication (of unloading beasts) to reside : -- begin , {dissolve} , 
dwell , loose . 

dissolve 1262 - dialuo {dee-al-oo'-o}; from 1223 and 3089; to {dissolve} utterly: -- scatter. 

dissolve 2647 - kataluo {kat-al-oo'-o}; from 2596 and 3089; to loosen down (disintegrate), i.e. (by 
implication) to demolish (literally or figuratively); specially [compare 2646] to halt for the night: -- destroy, 
{dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought, overthrow, throw down. 

dissolve 3089 - luo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to " loosen " (literally or figuratively): -- break (up), destroy, 
{dissolve}, (un-)loose, melt, put off. Compare 4486. 

dissolved 04417 ## melach {meh'- lakh} ; from 04414 ; properly , powder , i . e . (specifically) salt (as easily 
pulverized and {dissolved} : -- salt ([-pit ]) . 

dissolved 3885 - paralutikos {par-al-oo-tee-kos'}; from a derivative of 3886; as if {dissolved}, i.e. " paralytic 
" : -- that had (sick of) the palsy. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1262 + him were scattered +/ . dialuo {dee-al-oo'-o}; from 1223 + after + in at + cause + though + because + 
through + Through + Because + to avoid + ye in at + by reason + throughout + is through + we through + 
up because + me through + in because + and within + you through + of me among + and because + not 
because + And because + him because + and through + not because + him because + man because + one 
because + day through + For through + but through + but because + men through + And through + for 
because + that through + them because + away because + who by reason + but by reason + For I through + 
And by reason + might through + season because + that by reason + for us through + not in because + him 
in because + but by occasion + that we through + unto him through + And that because + with him through 
+ unto them Because + unto them because + him ; but because + of them who through + For of him and 
through + that is in them because + up after that he through +/ and 3089 + off + Loose + loose + to loose + 
be broken + be loosed + he loosed + to him Put + had broken + ye loosing + to unloose + shall melt + was 
loosed + was broken + were loosed + shall break + do ye loose + and to loose + ye shall loose + with her loose
+ and they loose + shall be loosed + and hath broken + unto them Loose + down and unloose + not to be 
loosed + up having loosed + thou shalt loose + unto them Destroy + shall be dissolved + that he might loose 
+ should not be broken + that he might destroy + And as they were loosing + things shall be dissolved +/ ; to
dissolve utterly: --scatter . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

1 * dissolve 

8 - dissolved 

1 - dissolvest 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

dissolve 2647 ** kataluo ** destroy, {dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought,overthrow, throw down.

dissolve 3089 ** luo ** break (up), destroy, {dissolve}, (un-)loose, melt, putoff.

dissolve 4127 -- muwg -- consume, {dissolve}, (be) faint(-hearted), melt (away),make soft.

dissolve 4743 -- maqaq -- consume away, be corrupt, {dissolve}, pine away.

dissolve 6565 -- parar -- X any ways, break (asunder), cast off, cause to cease, Xclean, defeat, disannul, 
disappoint, {dissolve}, divide, make of noneeffect, fail, frustrate, bring (come) to nought, X utterly, make 
void.

dissolve 8271 -- sh@re/ -- begin, {dissolve}, dwell, loose.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

dissolved 2647 kataluo * {dissolved} , {2647 kataluo } , 3089 luo ,

dissolved 3089 luo * {dissolved} , 2647 kataluo , {3089 luo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- dissolve , 8271 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

dissolved - 2647 come, destroy, destroyed, destroyest, {dissolved}, down, nought, overthrow, thrown,

dissolved - 3089 break, broken, destroy, {dissolved}, loose, loosed, loosing, melt, off, put, unloose,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

dissolve Dan_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve doubts: 
now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed 
with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

dissolved 2Co_05_01 # For we know that if our earthly house of [this] tabernacle were dissolved, we have a 
building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.

dissolved 2Pe_03_11 # [Seeing] then [that] all these things shall be dissolved, what manner [of persons] 
ought ye to be in [all] holy conversation and godliness,

dissolved 2Pe_03_12 # Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens 
being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat?

dissolved Isa_14_31 # Howl, O gate; cry, O city; thou, whole Palestina, [art] dissolved: for there shall come 
from the north a smoke, and none [shall be] alone in his appointed times.

dissolved Isa_24_19 # The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is moved 
exceedingly.

dissolved Isa_34_04 # And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled together 
as a scroll: and all their host shall fall down, as the leaf falleth off from the vine, and as a falling [fig] from 
the fig tree.

dissolved Nah_02_06 # The gates of the rivers shall be opened, and the palace shall be dissolved.

dissolved Psa_75_03 # The earth and all the inhabitants thereof are dissolved: I bear up the pillars of it. 
Selah.

dissolvest Job_30_22 # Thou liftest me up to the wind; thou causest me to ride [upon it], and dissolvest my 
substance.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

dissolve doubts now Dan_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and 
dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou 
shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the 
kingdom.

dissolved and the 2Pe_03_12 # Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the 
heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat?

dissolved and the Isa_34_04 # And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled 
together as a scroll: and all their host shall fall down, as the leaf falleth off from the vine, and as a falling 
[fig] from the fig tree.

dissolved for there Isa_14_31 # Howl, O gate; cry, O city; thou, whole Palestina, [art] dissolved: for there 
shall come from the north a smoke, and none [shall be] alone in his appointed times.

dissolved I bear Psa_75_03 # The earth and all the inhabitants thereof are dissolved: I bear up the pillars of
it. Selah.

dissolved the earth Isa_24_19 # The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is 
moved exceedingly.

dissolved we have 2Co_05_01 # For we know that if our earthly house of [this] tabernacle were dissolved, 
we have a building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.

dissolved what manner 2Pe_03_11 # [Seeing] then [that] all these things shall be dissolved, what manner [of 
persons] ought ye to be in [all] holy conversation and godliness,

dissolved Nah_02_06 # The gates of the rivers shall be opened, and the palace shall be dissolved.

dissolvest my substance Job_30_22 # Thou liftest me up to the wind; thou causest me to ride [upon it], and 
dissolvest my substance.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

dissolve doubts Dan_05_16 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

dissolve ^ Dan_05_16 / dissolve /^doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the 
interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and 
shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

dissolved ^ Nah_02_06 / dissolved /^ 

dissolved ^ 2Pe_03_12 / dissolved /^and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? 

dissolved ^ Isa_34_04 / dissolved /^and the heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll: and all their host 
shall fall down, as the leaf falleth off from the vine, and as a falling [fig] from the fig tree. 

dissolved ^ Isa_14_31 / dissolved /^for there shall come from the north a smoke, and none [shall be] alone 
in his appointed times. 

dissolved ^ Psa_75_03 / dissolved /^I bear up the pillars of it. Selah. 

dissolved ^ Isa_24_19 / dissolved /^the earth is moved exceedingly. 

dissolved ^ 2Co_05_01 / dissolved /^we have a building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in 
the heavens. 

dissolved ^ 2Pe_03_11 / dissolved /^what manner [of persons] ought ye to be in [all] holy conversation and 
godliness, 

dissolvest ^ Job_30_22 / dissolvest /^my substance. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

dissolved ......... shall be dissolved 3089 -luo-> 

dissolved ......... things shall be dissolved 3089 -luo-> 

dissolved ......... were dissolved 2647 -kataluo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

dissolve Dan_05_16 And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and {dissolve} doubts: 
now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed 
with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

dissolved Nah_02_06 The gates of the rivers shall be opened, and the palace shall be {dissolved}. 

dissolved 2Pe_03_12 Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being
on fire shall be {dissolved}, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat? 

dissolved Psa_75_03 The earth and all the inhabitants thereof are {dissolved}: I bear up the pillars of it. 
Selah. 

dissolved 2Pe_03_11 [Seeing] then [that] all these things shall be {dissolved}, what manner [of persons] 
ought ye to be in [all] holy conversation and godliness, 

dissolved 2Co_05_01 For we know that if our earthly house of [this] tabernacle were {dissolved}, we have a 
building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. 

dissolved 1Sa_14_31 Howl, O gate; cry, O city; thou, whole Palestina, [art] {dissolved}: for there shall come 
from the north a smoke, and none [shall be] alone in his appointed times. 

dissolved 1Sa_24_19 The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean {dissolved}, the earth is moved 
exceedingly. 

dissolved 1Sa_34_04 And all the host of heaven shall be {dissolved}, and the heavens shall be rolled together
as a scroll: and all their host shall fall down, as the leaf falleth off from the vine, and as a falling [fig] from 
the fig tree. 

dissolvest Job_30_22 Thou liftest me up to the wind; thou causest me to ride [upon it], and {dissolvest} my 
substance. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

dissolved ^ 2Pe_03_12 Looking for <4328> (5723) and <2532> hasting <4692> (5723) unto the coming 
<3952> of the day <2250> of God <2316>, wherein <1223> <3739> the heavens <3772> being on fire <4448>
(5746) shall be {dissolved} <3089> (5701), and <2532> the elements <4747> shall melt <5080> (5743) with 
fervent heat <2741> (5746)? 

dissolved ^ 2Co_05_01 For <1063> we know <1492> (5758) that <3754> if <1437> our <2257> earthly 
<1919> house <3614> of this tabernacle <4636> were {dissolved} <2647> (5686), we have <2192> (5719) a 
building <3619> of <1537> God <2316>, an house <3614> not made with hands <0886>, eternal <0166> in 
<1722> the heavens <3772>. 

dissolved ^ 2Pe_03_11 Seeing then <3767> that all <3956> these things <5130> shall be {dissolved} <3089> 
(5746), what manner <4217> of persons ought <1163> (5748) ye <5209> to be <5225> (5721) in <1722> all 
holy <0040> conversation <0391> and <2532> godliness <2150>, 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
dissolve Dan_05_16 And I have heard (08086 +sh@ma( ) of thee , that thou canst (03202 +y@kel ) make 
interpretations (06591 +p@shar ) , and {dissolve} (08271 +sh@re) ) doubts (07001 +q@tar ):now (03705 
+k@(an ) if (02006 +hen ) thou canst (03202 +y@kel ) read (07123 +q@ra) ) the writing (03792 +k@thab ) , 
and make known (03046 +y@da( ) to me the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , thou shalt be clothed
(03848 +l@bash ) with scarlet (00711 +)arg@van ) , and [ have ] a chain (02002 +hamniyk ) of gold (01722 
+d@hab ) about (05922 +(al ) thy neck (06676 +tsavva)r ) , and shalt be the third (08531 +t@lath ) ruler 
(07981 +sh@let ) in the kingdom (04437 +malkuw ) . 

dissolved 2Co_05_01 . For we know (1492 -eido -) that if (1437 -ean -) our earthly (1919 -epigeios -) house 
(3614 -oikia -) of [ this (3588 -ho -) ] tabernacle (4636 -skenos -) were {dissolved} (2647 -kataluo -) , we have 
(2192 -echo -) a building (3619 -oikodome -) of God (2316 -theos -) , an house (3614 -oikia -) not made (0886 
-acheiropoietos -) with hands (0886 -acheiropoietos -) , eternal (0166 -aionios -) in the heavens (3772 -
ouranos -) . 

dissolved 2Pe_03_11 . [ Seeing ] then (3767 -oun -) [ that ] all (3956 -pas -) these (5130 -touton -) things shall 
be {dissolved} (3089 -luo -) , what (4217 -potapos -) manner (4217 -potapos -) [ of persons ] ought (1163 -dei 
-) ye to be in [ all ] holy (0040 -hagios -) conversation (0391 -anastrophe -) and godliness (2150 -eusebeia -) , 

dissolved 2Pe_03_12 Looking (4328 -prosdokao -) for and hasting (4692 -speudo -) unto the coming (3952 -
parousia -) of the day (2250 -hemera -) of God (2316 -theos -) , wherein (3757 -hou -) the heavens (3772 -
ouranos -) being on fire (4448 -puroo -) shall be {dissolved} (3089 -luo -) , and the elements (4747 -stoicheion
-) shall melt (5080 -teko -) with fervent heat (2741 -kausoo -) ? 

dissolved Isa_14_31 Howl (03213 +yalal ) , O gate (08179 +sha(ar ) ; cry (02199 +za(aq ) , O city (05892 
+(iyr ) ; thou , whole (03605 +kol ) Palestina (06429 +P@lesheth ) , [ art ] {dissolved} (04127 +muwg ):for 
there shall come (00935 +bow) ) from the north (06828 +tsaphown ) a smoke (06227 +(ashan ) , and none 
(00369 +)ayin ) [ shall be ] alone (00909 +badad ) in his appointed (04151 +mow(ad ) times (04151 +mow(ad 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


) . 

dissolved Isa_24_19 The earth (00776 +)erets ) is utterly broken (07489 +ra(a( ) down , the earth (00776 
+)erets ) is clean (06565 +parar ) {dissolved} (06565 +parar ) , the earth (00776 +)erets ) is moved (04132 
+mowt ) exceedingly . 

dissolved Isa_34_04 And all (03605 +kol ) the host (06635 +tsaba) ) of heaven (08064 +shamayim ) shall be 
{dissolved} (04743 +maqaq ) , and the heavens (08064 +shamayim ) shall be rolled (01556 +galal ) together 
as a scroll (05612 +cepher ):and all (03605 +kol ) their host (06635 +tsaba) ) shall fall (05034 +nabel ) down ,
as the leaf (05929 +(aleh ) falleth (05034 +nabel ) off from the vine (01612 +gephen ) , and as a falling (05034
+nabel ) [ fig (08384 +t@)en ) ] from the fig (08384 +t@)en ) tree . 

dissolved Nah_02_06 The gates (08179 +sha(ar ) of the rivers (05104 +nahar ) shall be opened (06605 
+pathach ) , and the palace (01964 +heykal ) shall be {dissolved} (04127 +muwg ) . 

dissolved Psa_75_03 The earth (00776 +)erets ) and all (03605 +kol ) the inhabitants (03427 +yashab ) 
thereof are {dissolved} (04127 +muwg ):I bear (08505 +takan ) up the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) of it . 
Selah (05542 +celah ) . 

dissolvest Job_30_22 Thou liftest (05375 +nasa) ) me up to the wind (07307 +ruwach ) ; thou causest me to 
ride (07392 +rakab ) [ upon it ] , and {dissolvest} (04127 +muwg ) my substance (07738 +shavah ) . 
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dissolve 3089 # luo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to "loosen" (literally or figuratively): -- break (up), destroy, 
{dissolve}, (un-)loose, melt, put off. Compare 4486.[ql dissolve 2647 # kataluo {kat-al-oo'-o}; from 2596 and 
3089; to loosen down (disintegrate), i.e. (by implication) to demolish (literally or figuratively); specially [compare
2646] to halt for the night: -- destroy, {dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought, overthrow, throw down.[ql 
scatter 1262 # dialuo {dee-al-oo'-o}; from 1223 and 3089; to dissolve utterly: -- {scatter}.[ql dissolve Interlinear 
Index Study dissolve DAN 005 016 And I have heard <08086 +sh@ma< > of thee , that thou canst <03202 
+y@kel > make interpretations <06591 +p@shar > , and {dissolve} <08271 +sh@re> > doubts <07001 +q@tar > 
: now <03705 +k@ if <02006 +hen > thou canst <03202 +y@kel > read <07123 +q@ra> > the writing <03792 
+k@thab > , and make known <03046 +y@da< > to me the interpretation <06591 +p@shar > thereof , thou shalt 
be clothed <03848 +l@bash > with scarlet <00711 +>arg@van > , and [ have ] a chain <02002 +hamniyk > of 
gold <01722 +d@hab > about <05922 + thy neck <06676 +tsavva>r > , and shalt be the third <08531 +t@lath > 
ruler <07981 +sh@let > in the kingdom <04437 +malkuw > . dissolve doubts - dissolvest , 4127 , dissolved -2647
come, destroy, destroyed, destroyest, {dissolved}, down, nought, overthrow, thrown, dissolved -3089 break, 
broken, destroy, {dissolved}, loose, loosed, loosing, melt, off, put, unloose, dissolve -8271 began , {dissolve} , 
dissolving , dwelleth , loose , loosed , dissolved -4127 consumed , {dissolved} , dissolvest , faint , fainthearted , 
melt , melted , soft , dissolved -4743 consume , corrupt , {dissolved} , pine , dissolved -6565 brake , break , 
breaking , broken , brought , castest , cease , clean , defeat , disannul , disappointed , disappointeth , {dissolved} , 
divide , effect , fail , frustrateth , none , nought , void , dissolvest -4127 consumed , dissolved , {dissolvest} , faint 
, fainthearted , melt , melted , soft , dissolve 4127 -- muwg -- consume, {dissolve}, (be) faint(- hearted), melt 
(away),make soft. dissolve 4743 -- maqaq -- consume away, be corrupt, {dissolve}, pine away. dissolve 6565 -- 
parar -- X any ways, break (asunder), cast off, cause to cease, Xclean, defeat, disannul, disappoint, {dissolve}, 
divide, make of noneeffect, fail, frustrate, bring (come) to nought, X utterly, make void. dissolve 8271 -- sh@re/ --
begin, {dissolve}, dwell, loose. dissolve 2647 ** kataluo ** destroy, {dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought,
overthrow, throw down. dissolve 3089 ** luo ** break (up), destroy, {dissolve}, (un- )loose, melt, putoff. 
dissolved ......... shall be dissolved 3089 -luo-> dissolved ......... things shall be dissolved 3089 -luo-> dissolved 
......... were dissolved 2647 -kataluo-> dissolve 4127 ## muwg {moog}; a primitive root; to melt, i.e. literally (to 
soften, flow down, disappear), or figuratively (to fear, faint): -- consume, {dissolve}, (be) faint(-hearted), melt 
(away), make soft.[ql dissolve 4743 ## maqaq {maw-kak'}' a primitive root; to melt; figuratively, to flow, 
dwindle, vanish: -- consume away, be corrupt, {dissolve}, pine away.[ql dissolve 6565 ## parar {paw-rar'}; a 
primitive root; to break up (usually figuratively, i.e. to violate, frustrate: -- X any ways, break (asunder), cast off, 
cause to cease, X clean, defeat, disannul, disappoint, {dissolve}, divide, make of none effect, fail, frustrate, bring 
(come) to nought, X utterly, make void.[ql dissolve 8271 ## sh@re> (Aramaic) {sher-ay'}; a root corresponding 
to that of 8293; to free, separate; figuratively, to unravel, commence; by implication (of unloading beasts) to 
reside: -- begin, {dissolve}, dwell, loose.[ql dissolve 2647 # kataluo {kat-al-oo'-o}; from 2596 and 3089; to loosen
down (disintegrate), i.e. (by implication) to demolish (literally or figuratively); specially [compare 2646] to halt 
for the night: -- destroy, {dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought, overthrow, throw down.[ql dissolve 3089 # 
luo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to "loosen" (literally or figuratively): -- break (up), destroy, {dissolve}, (un-)loose, 
melt, put off. Compare 4486.[ql dissolve 005 016 Dan /^{dissolve /doubts : now if thou canst read the writing , 
and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet , and have a chain of gold 
about thy neck , and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom . dissolved 003 012 IIPe /${dissolved /and the 
elements shall melt with fervent heat ? dissolved 034 004 Isa /^{dissolved /and the heavens shall be rolled 
together as a scroll : and all their host shall fall down , as the leaf falleth off from the vine , and as a falling fig 
from the fig tree . dissolved 014 031 Isa /^{dissolved /for there shall come from the north a smoke , and none shall
be alone in his appointed times . dissolved 075 003 Psa /^{dissolved /I bear up the pillars of it. Selah . dissolved 
024 019 Isa /^{dissolved /the earth is moved exceedingly . dissolved 005 001 IICo /${dissolved /we have a 
building of God , an house not made with hands , eternal in the heavens . dissolved 003 011 IIPe /${dissolved 
/what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness , dissolvest 030 022 Job 
/^{dissolvest /my substance . dissolve 1 * dissolved 8 - dissolvest 1 - dissolve And I have heard of thee, that thou 
canst make interpretations, and {dissolve} doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the 
interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be 
the third ruler in the kingdom. 



dissolve 3089 # luo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to "loosen" (literally or figuratively): -- break (up), destroy, 
{dissolve}, (un-)loose, melt, put off. Compare 4486.[ql dissolve 2647 # kataluo {kat-al-oo'-o}; from 2596 and 
3089; to loosen down (disintegrate), i.e. (by implication) to demolish (literally or figuratively); specially [compare
2646] to halt for the night: -- destroy, {dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought, overthrow, throw down.[ql 
scatter 1262 # dialuo {dee-al-oo'-o}; from 1223 and 3089; to dissolve utterly: -- {scatter}.[ql





dissolved -2647 come, destroy, destroyed, destroyest, {dissolved}, down, nought, overthrow, thrown, dissolved -
3089 break, broken, destroy, {dissolved}, loose, loosed, loosing, melt, off, put, unloose,



dissolve -8271 began , {dissolve} , dissolving , dwelleth , loose , loosed , dissolved -4127 consumed , {dissolved} 
, dissolvest , faint , fainthearted , melt , melted , soft , dissolved -4743 consume , corrupt , {dissolved} , pine , 
dissolved -6565 brake , break , breaking , broken , brought , castest , cease , clean , defeat , disannul , disappointed
, disappointeth , {dissolved} , divide , effect , fail , frustrateth , none , nought , void , dissolvest -4127 consumed , 
dissolved , {dissolvest} , faint , fainthearted , melt , melted , soft ,



dissolve 4127 -- muwg -- consume, {dissolve}, (be) faint(- hearted), melt (away),make soft. dissolve 4743 -- 
maqaq -- consume away, be corrupt, {dissolve}, pine away. dissolve 6565 -- parar -- X any ways, break (asunder),
cast off, cause to cease, Xclean, defeat, disannul, disappoint, {dissolve}, divide, make of noneeffect, fail, frustrate,
bring (come) to nought, X utterly, make void. dissolve 8271 -- sh@re/ -- begin, {dissolve}, dwell, loose. dissolve 
2647 ** kataluo ** destroy, {dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought,overthrow, throw down. dissolve 3089 **
luo ** break (up), destroy, {dissolve}, (un- )loose, melt, putoff.





dissolved ......... shall be dissolved 3089 -luo-> dissolved ......... things shall be dissolved 3089 -luo-> dissolved 
......... were dissolved 2647 -kataluo->



dissolve 4127 ## muwg {moog}; a primitive root; to melt, i.e. literally (to soften, flow down, disappear), or 
figuratively (to fear, faint): -- consume, {dissolve}, (be) faint(-hearted), melt (away), make soft.[ql dissolve 4743 
## maqaq {maw-kak'}' a primitive root; to melt; figuratively, to flow, dwindle, vanish: -- consume away, be 
corrupt, {dissolve}, pine away.[ql dissolve 6565 ## parar {paw-rar'}; a primitive root; to break up (usually 
figuratively, i.e. to violate, frustrate: -- X any ways, break (asunder), cast off, cause to cease, X clean, defeat, 
disannul, disappoint, {dissolve}, divide, make of none effect, fail, frustrate, bring (come) to nought, X utterly, 
make void.[ql dissolve 8271 ## sh@re> (Aramaic) {sher-ay'}; a root corresponding to that of 8293; to free, 
separate; figuratively, to unravel, commence; by implication (of unloading beasts) to reside: -- begin, {dissolve}, 
dwell, loose.[ql dissolve 2647 # kataluo {kat-al-oo'-o}; from 2596 and 3089; to loosen down (disintegrate), i.e. (by
implication) to demolish (literally or figuratively); specially [compare 2646] to halt for the night: -- destroy, 
{dissolve}, be guest, lodge, come to nought, overthrow, throw down.[ql dissolve 3089 # luo {loo'-o}; a primary 
verb; to "loosen" (literally or figuratively): -- break (up), destroy, {dissolve}, (un-)loose, melt, put off. Compare 
4486.[ql
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dissolve Interlinear Index Study dissolve DAN 005 016 And I have heard <08086 +sh@ma< > of thee , that thou 
canst <03202 +y@kel > make interpretations <06591 +p@shar > , and {dissolve} <08271 +sh@re> > doubts 
<07001 +q@tar > : now <03705 +k@ if <02006 +hen > thou canst <03202 +y@kel > read <07123 +q@ra> > the 
writing <03792 +k@thab > , and make known <03046 +y@da< > to me the interpretation <06591 +p@shar > 
thereof , thou shalt be clothed <03848 +l@bash > with scarlet <00711 +>arg@van > , and [ have ] a chain <02002
+hamniyk > of gold <01722 +d@hab > about <05922 + thy neck <06676 +tsavva>r > , and shalt be the third 
<08531 +t@lath > ruler <07981 +sh@let > in the kingdom <04437 +malkuw > .



dissolve doubts 



dissolve Dan_05_16 /^{dissolve /doubts : now if thou canst read the writing , and make known to me the 
interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet , and have a chain of gold about thy neck , and shalt be the
third ruler in the kingdom . dissolved 2Pe_03_12 /${dissolved /and the elements shall melt with fervent heat ? 
dissolved Isa_34_04 /^{dissolved /and the heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll : and all their host shall fall 
down , as the leaf falleth off from the vine , and as a falling fig from the fig tree . dissolved Isa_14_31 
/^{dissolved /for there shall come from the north a smoke , and none shall be alone in his appointed times . 
dissolved Psa_75_03 /^{dissolved /I bear up the pillars of it. Selah . dissolved Isa_24_19 /^{dissolved /the earth is
moved exceedingly . dissolved 2Co_05_01 /${dissolved /we have a building of God , an house not made with 
hands , eternal in the heavens . dissolved 2Pe_03_11 /${dissolved /what manner of persons ought ye to be in all 
holy conversation and godliness , dissolvest Job_30_22 /^{dissolvest /my substance .



dissolve 1 * dissolved 8 - dissolvest 1 -



- dissolvest , 4127 , 



dissolve And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and {dissolve} doubts: now if thou canst 
read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a 
chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.
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